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Task 1 : Circle the right alternative to get a coherent paragraph.

Holidays To Haramamet - Rich InCulture

Hammamet holidays have been popular for a great many years. As the first holiday resort in
Tunisia, it has a solid( generation - inflation - reputation) with more and more people
coming back every year, and if you take your holidays to Hammamet, you ( will- would-
had) see why. Hammamet, Tunisia is located, naturally, ( around- in- out) the Gulf of
Hammamet on the north east coast of Tunisia. Hammamet weather is ( warmest -warmer -
warm) all year round, enjoying peak season temperatures averaging 30 to 35 degrees Celsius.
The weather in Hammamet is ( at last- thirdly -also) very dry, with very few rainy days in a
typical year, making Hammamet holidays ideal for you sun-seekers. Hammamet( beach-
bitch- witch) is made up of lovely white sand, complemented by ( an- o-a) a gorgeous
turquoise sea, ideal for working on your suntan. But Hammamet holidays (weren't- isn't -
aren't) just about soaking up the rays, there are plenty of other things to see and do as well.

TASK 2 : Choose the right word from the box below to complete the text .

Out- concerned- excellent- genes- they- wars- blessing -could- disadvantages - our
Throughout history, science and technology have proved to be a see-saw of sorts, with the ups
and downs, benefits and..................., increasing with time. Today, our quality of life in
first-world countries is comparatively ........................- life expectancy is high, general
affluence is high, entertainment is readily available. But also we live with the terrible, ever
present knowledge that one skirmish, one conflict, one mistake, destroy the
delicate balance of the see-saw and our weapons are such that, if used, could.......................entire cities, millions of people. Before, conflict only a
few dozen or hundred people with swords or spears, or a few thousand people with rifles. In
the 20th century, tens of millions of people have died inviolent

We pay the price for .....................improved lives in blood and fear; maybe it's worth it,
maybe it isn't. But all the same, there is a price.

Task 3 : Put the bracketed words in the right tense or form.

Finally, Dad accepted to take us for holiday abroad. That would certainly be
(excitment).........................and different from all the holidays we (to have) in our
country so far. I (be)......................personally eager to visit Greece. My brother longed to see

Spain whereas my parents were thinking of (to visit) .....................a north African country.
They (believe) .......................the summer there would be exceptional seeing the hot
weather, the wonderful (sand) .......................beaches and the historical monuments. At first
we (confuse) ..........................because of the numerous suggestions of the travel agent. Then,
we all opted for Tunisia, we (spend) there great time.

Devoir,tn
toutes les matières, tous les niveauxS



I- LISTENING :(8MARKS)

Greg gives travel tips on how not to get lost in a new location.Listen carefully and
answer the following questions.

1) Which of these places has Greg not lived in?(lm)

a)South Korea b) The United Emirates c)cSaudi Arabia

2)What does Greg get from the information center at the airport?(lm)

a) a map b) tourist brochures c) a hotel reservation

3) £reg always gets a from his hotel.(lm)

a) discount b) tour guide c) business card

4) Complete with information from the dialogue.(lm)

Greg thinks good people to ask for directions
are:

5) Correct these false statements with details fom the dialogue.(2m)

a) Greg has never been lost.

b) While walking in a foreign country , Greg checks for beautiful girls.

6) Spot- Dictation: Write the missing word.(0.5 m)

Iask them to write the

7) Function: What does the following utterance express? (lm)

What type of advice would you give them ?

a) Asking about a Habit in the Past
b) Asking about Information
c) Asking a bout Intention

8) Are the underlined words Similar/Different? (0.5m)

airport- world

Good luck

Devoir,tn
toutes les matières, tous les niveauxS


